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05 It demands attention
It starts with a bang, moves at a steady pace and ends with a 
flourish! The best content demands attention from the absolute 
beginning. 

It places strong and valid arguments, uses the right words, has 
crisp language and talks about something important. More 
importantly, it moves at such a pace that the reader is left asking 
for more!

04It knows who it’s talking to
One of the most important reasons why any content successfully
hits off with its audience is because it’s relatable. And how do you
make your content relatable?

ByBy getting a clear and intimate understanding of your audience, of course! 
The deeper insight you have of your audience- their language, their 
beliefs, their likes and dislikes, and so on, the easier it will be for you to 
keep thing engaging.

03

It’s not erratic
Good writing is seamless. It has the reader onboard from the very beginning, 
through the middle and right to the end, without making them skip parts or knit their 
eyebrows in confusion. 

It is smooth in flow and compactly packed. There are no loopholes or odd twists, nor 
is there repetition. You’ll find this as a highlight of any content you may have en-
joyed: It’s consistent in style, tone and language. Good content is without any hic-
cups, always.

02
It has focus

Every digital marketing expert will agree that all good content has 
a strong and clear point. It knows exactly where it is taking its 
readers. It knows exactly what the end goal is, and every word 
works to achieve just that. 

When you’re working on content, make sure that every line 
conveys something relevant. More importantly, it doesn't make 
the reader question the content halfway through.
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It’s simple

No complicated jargon, no long words. The best content is that which easily communicates the 
message and makes sure it’s easily understood by the reader.

Grammar is equally important too. Jumbled sentences, redundant words and typos are only 
going to send your readers running for the hills. Great content has impeccable clarity when it 
comes to style.

Content is still King.  What really separates memorable and effective content from the 
mediocre ones? What are the qualities of really good content? We’ll answer it all for you.

Great content is mainly five things:

How to Write 

Effective
Content


